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Founded in 1961 in Italy, Myrtha Pools is now leader in the international

Myrtha Pools has chosen to enter the world of

reliability and long-lasting performance. All this

swimming pool market.

swimming pools with the power of innovation,

can rely on high resistance to adverse weather

Backed by unending research and development, the Company has achieved

a combination of exclusive technologies and a

conditions. Myrtha technology is unique, tailored

numerous technological breakthroughs in the pool industry, launching the

strong will to constantly and continuously improve

for customers who appreciate quality and opt for

most advanced technology and obtaining high quality standards and per-

upon them.

safe, long-term technical investments.

fectly engineered precision in all Myrtha pools.

Myrtha Technology, the Company’s leading-

Its exclusive technology has been selected for international races, including

edge technology, is based upon a unique modular

Olympic Games and World Swimming Championships.

system of stainless steel panels laminated with a

Myrtha Pools is the proud partner of FINA and of the most important Swim-

special rigid PVC membrane on the inside surface.

ming Federations throughout the world.

This system offers highly flexible engineering
and design options, with no restrictions on shape
or size; a significantly faster installation than
conventional design; and, when combined with
an accurate assembly process, it provides both
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1995

THE BEGINNING IN COPACABANA
It’s been 21 years since the last time Myrtha Pools

contained pools for large-scale sports events. The

stroked the white beaches of Rio de Janeiro. It

two pools in Copacabana, one for racing and one

was 1995, and CBDA (Confederacao Brasilera de

for warming up, saw an outstanding number of

Desportos Aquaticos) commissioned the company

hits: as many as four world records were broken in

to build two pools on the beach for the second FINA

the Myrtha swimming-pools with as many medals

World Short-Course Swimming Championship in

won by the local hero, Gustavo Borges, who sent

Copacabana. As well as for its permanent pools,

the public into raptures on the terraces of the

Myrtha was already well known for its self-

spectacular pool in Copacabana.

We have been very satisfied of
the cooperation with this
company and since then we
have considered Myrtha as
our pool of choice when we
submit a bid for hosting
international swimming
events.
Coracy Nunes Filho,
CBDA President
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2016 - BACK TO RIO

31st Olympic Games
After the 2014 football cup, Rio de Janeiro will be
in the limelight again in August 2016 as the stage
of the world’s greatest sports event ever. For the
first time in history, the Olympic Games will take
place in a South-American city. The city will be
transformed, with brand-new sporting facilities
built next to older ones. And not only in Rio de
Janeiro, all of Brazil will be feeling the excitement
of the Olympic Games. Of the many training areas
built in Brazil’s main cities, Myrtha Pools has
designed as many as 9 Centres and a total of 18
swimming-pools, going through tough technical,
logistics and functional challenges but getting
there first, every single time.
As well as its swimming pools, Myrtha Pools
will take its men to Rio. All through the event,

Myrtha Pools have unrivalled
experience, and the fact that
they are constantly up to
speed with FINA’s latest
requirements and design
criteria, will give everybody
the full comfort of knowing that
the swimming competitions of
the Rio 2016 Olympic Games will
be staged in the best possible
environment.
Cornel Marculescu,
FINA Executive Director
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Myrtha’s technical teams will be there to run
and service the equipment and pools, offering
unfailing assistance and 360-degree expertise.
The Myrtha Pools’ men who have made the

Gustavo Fran a Borges

success of the Olympic projects include Gustavo
Borges, Myrtha’s Ambassador, and Haller Ramos
de Freitas Jr. of Myrtha Pools Brazil. Their great
efforts and commitment have helped Myrtha win
its Olympic challenge for Rio 2016, conquering
the frontiers of a growing market with a wide
range of new on-going projects.
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THE

PROJECTS

18 POOLS
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GUADALUPE

IRAJA’
VILA DA PENHA
RAMOS

ESTADIO OLIMPICO DE
DESPORTOS AQUATICOS
OSWALDO CRUZ

REALENGO

CAJU

CASCADURA

OSWALDO CRUZ

SAO CRISTOVAO

MEIER

MARACANA’

RIO DE JANEIRO
SANTA TERESA

RIO DE JANEIRO (Olympic Park)
TANQUE
TAQUARA

TIJUCA

FREGUESIA

BOTAFOGO

Cristo Redentore

ANIL

COPACABANA

JACAREPAGUA’

VARGEM
PEQUENA

ESTADIO OLIMPICO
DE DESPORTOS
AQUATICOS - 2 pools
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ITHANGA’

LEBLON

IPANEMA

ROCINHA

BARRA
DA TIJUCA

DEFENDER FILTRATION

Like the other facilities developed for the Rio

Olympic Park, the Stadium is a veritable gem inside

Olympics 2016, the Olympic Stadium for the

and out, its outer surfaces decorated by the famous

swimming competitions and water-polo finals has

Brazilian artist Adriana Varejao.

been designed as an entirely temporary facility,

Inside, Myrtha built two 50m swimming-pools,

fossil powder that can filter particles as fine as one micrometre. This medium reduces the amount of

in an international urban setting. As temporary

a competitive one and a training one, with a total

chemicals required while dramatically increasing water quality and transparency.

as are the two Myrtha pools built in the Stadium,

capacity of 3.7 million litres of water each. The most

where the first record was broken by Myrtha

innovative technical devices include a Defender

Pools itself by installing the two swimming-pools

filter, known as the best regenerative media filter

in just two and a half months. After the Olympics,

in the world. The engineering wonder that are

the Aquatics Stadium will be dismantled and so

the Olympic Stadium and the Myrtha pools is the

will the swimming-pools, which will be removed,

ideal setting for the impressive emotions that the

downsized and relocated to other parts of the city,

swimming races and the water-polo finals will

as permanent fixtures. Built at the heart of Rio’s

lavish on the public.

The Defender filter is famous for being the most innovative
filtration system ever. It is eco-friendly while ensuring the perfect quality of
swimming pool water. The Defender filter uses perlite as a filter medium. Perlite is a non-toxic
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Myrtha 50x25x3 m temporary warm-up pool
Defender Filtration System

Myrtha 50x25x3 m temporary competition pool
Defender Filtration System
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CENTRO AQU TICO
MARIA LENK
GUADALUPE

IRAJA’
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RIO DE JANEIRO (Olympic Park)
REALENGO

OSWALDO CRUZ

CAJU

CASCADURA

OSWALDO CRUZ

SAO CRISTOVAO

MEIER

MARACANA’

SANTA TERESA

TANQUE
TAQUARA

CENTRO FREGUESIA
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MARIA LENK 2 pools

TIJUCA
BOTAFOGO

Cristo Redentore
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COPACABANA

JACAREPAGUA’

ARGEM
EQUENA

RIO DE JANEIRO

ITHANGA’

LEBLON

IPANEMA

ROCINHA

BARRA
DA TIJUCA

Iconic Brazilian swimmer Maria Lenk was the

swimming and water polo events, except the

first South-American woman to take part in the

finals, and the other the diving competitions.

Olympic Games in Los Angeles in 1932 and in Berlin

In addition to the two existing pools, Myrtha

in 1936. This modern swimming centre, built in

has added another two. In record-breaking time,

2007 to celebrate the 15th Pan American Games

Myrtha Pools built a 50m permanent swimming-

and now run by the Brazilian Olympic Committee,

pool for the synchronised swimming athletes to

is dedicated to her. A gem of environmental

warm up and a 25m temporary warm-up water-

sustainability, the centre is home to a 50m

polo pool, in the area around the existing pools.

competitive pool and a diving pool. One of the
two swimming-pools will host the synchronised

1.
Myrtha 50x25x3 m permanent warm-up and synchronised pool

2.
Myrtha 25x14x3 m temporary water-polo pool
Defender Filtration System
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PARQUE
DOS ATLETAS
GUADALUPE

2 Myrtha 50x25x2 m temporary training pools
Defender Filtration System

IRAJA’
VILA DA PENHA

RAMOS

REALENGO

OSWALDO CRUZ

CAJU

RIO DE JANEIRO
CASCADURA

OSWALDO CRUZ

SAO CRISTOVAO

MEIER

MARACANA’

RIO DE JANEIRO
SANTA TERESA

TANQUE
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2 pools
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VARGEM
PEQUENA
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LEBLON

IPANEMA

ROCINHA

BARRA
DA TIJUCA

The most daunting yet most rewarding challenge

a solution for the flooring the swimming-pools

for Myrtha was building the two twin tempo-

had to be built on. The surface was cracked, the

rary competitive swimming-pools at Parque dos

drains could not be removed, and the gradient

Atletas, commissioned by the Ministry of the Air

was even 8-10 cm. Using a set of steel plates

Force, as UNIFA. A spectacular view of the moun-

and foundations to anchor the body of the pool

tains and the shores of Lagoa de Jacarepaguá will

to and an adjusting system for every single part

be a perfect setting for the Olympic village where

of each Myrtha swimming-pool, the final result

the athletes will stay during the races.

was two perfectly steady pools, ready to host the

The first real challenge for Myrtha was finding

athletes’ training sessions.

Salientamos, ainda, que o projeto e os desenhos apresentados
pela empresa Myrtha Pools, referentes ao Projeto Parque
dos Atletas, são totalmente iguais aos da Piscina Olímpica,
com exceção da profundidade, e que cumprem totalmente
com todas as nossas necessidades, gerando uma grande
facilidade para o atleta, podendo ele treinar na mesma piscina
que vai competir.
Edilson Alves da Rocha,
Diretor Técnico
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CLUBE DE REGATAS
DO FLAMENGO

ENHA

RIO DE JANEIRO
RAMOS

CAJU

SAO CRISTOVAO

RIO DE JANEIRO

MEIER

CLUBE
DE REGATAS
SANTA TERESA
DO FLAMENGO MARACANA’

TIJUCA

1 pool

BOTAFOGO

Cristo Redentore

COPACABANA

ANGA’

LEBLON

IPANEMA

Not farROCINHA
from the busy Copacabana, there’s the

application of the RenovAction technology that

exclusive “Clube do Flamengo”, famous for its

would restrict the renovation to a few technical

football team, one of Brazil’s strongest four, as

devices, and avoid a costly demolition. A panel

well as for its excellent sporting facilities.

entirely coated in a PVC cloth was installed on

They include a competitive swimming-pool,

top of the concrete edge of the old swimming-

chosen by the Olympic swimming teams as a

pool to raise the level of the swimming-pool by

training pool.

80 cm above the old one. At the same time, such

The existing swimming-pool required substantial

solution would also accommodate the new pipes

renovations, but replacing the entire course

on the original flooring of the existing pool.

would have been very expensive in terms of

With the RenovAction technology, the old pool

time and money. In remaking the 50m pool, the

could be very quickly refitted, and the centre did

challenge for Myrtha was developing a special

not have to be shut down.

Myrtha 50x25x2.5 m permanent competition pool
RenovAction Technology
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UFRJ - Universidade
Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Myrtha 50x25x3 m permanent competition pool
RenovAction Technology/Defender Filtration System

AJA’
LA DA PENHA

RAMOS

RIO DE JANEIRO
CAJU

ADURA

SAO CRISTOVAO

MEIER

MARACANA’

RIO DE JANEIRO
SANTA TERESA

TIJUCA

A

UNIVERSIDADE
FEDERAL DO
Cristo Redentore
RIO DE
JANEIRO -

BOTAFOGO

1 pool

COPACABANA

ITHANGA’
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LEBLON

IPANEMA

ROCINHA

An excellent ‘academic’ job, in every respect.

original pool, Myrtha as a solution to make the

This would be the right definition for Myrtha

swimming-pool deeper.

Pools’ engineering efforts in the rebuilding of

70cm-high outer Myrtha panels were installed

the competitive pool of the greatest university in

on the outer flooring of the swimming-pool,

Brazil and one of the best academic and research

bringing the pool floor down to 3 m.

centres in Latin America.

A new deck was built, flush with the new panels,

The existing 50m swimming-pool, built many

to cover the existing flooring and the exposed

years ago with materials that do not meet the

piping.

applicable standards, was in a state of total

So, Myrtha gave a functional, completely safe

disrepair, and so were the filtering systems

and top-quality facility back to the University.

and the manifolds, which, secured to the outer

As well as the state of the original pool, another

flooring, made walking along the pool quite

daunting challenge that Myrtha had to face in this

dangerous.

project and that it successfully overcome was

The pool frame was repaired by a combination

installing the pools in extremely tough weather

of technological solutions: RenovAction and

conditions: 40 days of rain in the first three of its

Myrtha. RenovAction to refit the inside of the

four months at the Centre.
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A special solution was implemented in the engine

in the basement, where the four old sand filters,

room, the beating heart of the whole swimming-

worn out, undersized and no longer compliant with

pool, which takes water from the pool, disinfects it

the applicable regulations, were replaced with one

and removes impurities, to keep it constantly clean

single large Defender filter.

and suitable for swimming.

The Chemical Substances room, where water is

Due to space restrictions, the existing facility was

disinfected, and the electric panels were put on the

entirely renovated and laid out on two levels, partly

ground floor, just above such room. A distinctive

to provide easy access to the servicing staff.

solution that was craftily set up in the small space

Myrtha Pools installed all of the filtering systems

next to the stairs that lead up to the engine room.
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UNIFA - Universidade
da For a A rea

Myrtha 50x25x2 m competition pool
Defender Filtration System/Virtual Trainer System

RIO DE JANEIRO
GUADALUPE

IRAJA’
VILA DA PENHA

RAMOS

REALENGO

OSWALDO CRUZ
CAJU

CASCADURA
OSWALDO CRUZ

UNIVERSIDADE
DA FORÇA
AÉREA - 1 pool

SAO CRISTOVAO

MEIER

MARACANA’

SANTA TERESA

TANQUE
TAQUARA

TIJUCA

FREGUESIA

BOTAFOGO

Cristo Redentore

ANIL

M
NA

RIO DE JANEIRO

JACAREPAGUA’
The new Myrtha
swimming-pool built inside Rio’s

COPACABANA
sporting centre
will be an outstanding legacy for

Universidade da Força Aérea wasITHANGA’
commissioned

Rio:LEBLON
there IPANEMA
is no other facility within miles that

BARRA
by the Brazilian
Ministry of the Air Force one
DA TIJUCA

can boast such a prestigious centre of excellence

year before the opening of the Olympic Games.

and training for future athletes.

The Ministry made such choice straightaway to

As for the Centro Paraolimpico of Sao Paulo,

have the highest quality standards for a sporting

this swimming-pool too is equipped with the

facility that – a training pool for the Olympic

innovative Virtual Trainer system, with LED

Games – will stay on as a permanent fixture in

strips at the bottom of the courses, to monitor

the Ministry’s university campus. Installed in

the swimmers’ performance as they train.

ROCINHA

DA TIJUCA

under two months, the swimming-pool and the
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MARANHAO

Teresina

CEARA

RIO GRANDE
DO NORTE

PARA

Natal

PARAIBA

CENTRO PARAOL MPICO
BRASILEIRO
PIAUI

Recife

PERNAMBUCO

ALGOAS

TOCANTINS

Myrtha 50x25x3 m permanent competition pool
Defender Filtration System/Virtual Trainer System

Aracuju

SERGIPE

BAHIA

S O PAULO
GOIAS

Salvador

Brasilia

Goiania
MINAS GERAIS

CENTRO
PARAOLÍMPICO
Belo Horizonte
BRASILEIRO Ribeirao Preto

ESPIRITO
SANTO

6 pools

SAO PAOLO
Campinas

RIO DE
JANEIRO
Rio de Janeiro

Sao Paolo
PARANA
Curitiba

SANTA
Started
inFlorianopolis
2013, Centro Paraolimpico Sao Paulo
CATARINA

in the areas in which the 6 swimming-pools had

hosts facilities for as many as 15 different sports

to be installed. This meant adapting the design of

and is the largest Paralympic sports centre in

the pools there and then, to meet the regulatory

Brazil, as well as one of the best three in the world.

ranges.

Centro Paraolimpico Sao Paulo has been created

So, due to the excellence of Myrtha’s cutting-edge

for a very specific purpose: give pride of place to

technology as well as the skills and experience of

technology and cutting-edge solutions in a new

its engineers, a perfectly flexible design and ease

sporting facility.

of installation, the pools were built by the deadline.

The swimming-pools are all by Myrtha Pools, there

In terms of high-tech, Myrtha widely fulfilled the

are six of them scattered around the centre, they

Centre’s requirements with new accessories for

are all indoor pools and cover most Paralympic

the therapy pools, such as a special upstream

swimming events. There is a 50m competitive

swimming system, special hydro-massage jets,

pool, a 25m training pool, and 4 therapy pools.

and a 6-42°C thermal control system, for the most

Myrtha’s performance has not taken long to show

therapeutic system ever.

up, right at the start of the building process.

The 50m pool was equipped with the Virtual

Actually, Myrtha’s builders’ teams instantly

Trainer, an exclusive system with LED strips on the

noticed that there were extra structural features

bottom, designed to monitor the athletes’ training.

Myrtha 25x12.5x2 m permanent warm-up pool
Defender Filtration System
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VIRTUAL
TRAINER SYSTEM
The result of the painstaking efforts of Myrtha’s research and development department, the Myrtha
Pools Virtual Trainer is a patented tool to monitor the swimmers’ performance in real time while they
train. LED strips at the bottom of the pool show the athletes their on-going pace, while a number of
preinstalled wireless applications enable them to adapt their training sessions to their personal needs.

4 Myrtha permanent therapy-training pools
Defender Filtration System
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Belem
Sao Luís

Fortaleza

ESPORTE CLUBE
PINHEIROS
MARANHAO

Teresina

CEARA

RIO GRANDE
DO NORTE

PARA

Natal

PARAIBA

PIAUI

Recife

PERNAMBUCO

ALGOAS

TOCANTINS

Aracuju

S O PAULO

SERGIPE

BAHIA

Salvador

GOIAS

Brasilia

Goiania
MINAS GERAIS

ESPIRITO
SANTO

Belo Horizonte

Ribeirao Preto

SAO PAOLO
Campinas

Sao Paolo
PARANA

RIO DE
JANEIRO

ESPORTE CLUBE
PINHEIROS Rio de Janeiro

1 pool

Curitiba

SANTA
CATARINA

Florianopolis

Founded in the late 19th century by German

developed the RenovAction system to refurbish

immigrants, Esporte Clube Pinheiros is now the

the courses as well as the filtration systems,

biggest sports centre in Latin America. With over

neither of which met the applicable structural and

38,000 members, it is home to 44 sections and 44

environmental requirements.

different sports, which over the years have earned

New racing accessories were added to the 50m

several Olympic medals to the Club and to Brazil,

pool, such as removable heads and Myrtha Track

for instance those won by such great swimmers

Start blocks.

as Gustavo Borges and Cesar Cielo Filho.

Now, the Pinheiros has a new swimming-pool,

The swimming section has a 50metre competitive

which will certainly see new records being broken

indoor pool, built in 1980. The same pool in which

and new swimming stars shine bright.

at the end of 2009 Cesar Cielo Filho broke the

In the meantime, the Club will save water (and

world record in 50m freestyle. Even then, though,

money) now that the filtration system has had a

the Pinheiros pool was far distant from its glories

makeover. Compared with the old system, the new

and required consistent refurbishments.

one can actually save up to 80% water, which is

Inspired by Myrtha technology (oddly enough, it is

about 10,000 litres of water a day.

German too, like the Pinheiros), Myrtha Pools has

RENOVACTION TECHNOLOGY
Over time, many sporting facilities need to adapt to international safety or racing standards and are
confronted with structural issues such as worn materials. RenovAction is Myrtha Pools’ exclusive patented
technology that has been designed for the full or partial refurbishment of any existing swimming pool.
With RenovAction, the old facilities do not need to be demolished, thus saving on installation costs and
timing. The surface of the original pool acts as a backing, on which new parts are installed, so only the
wall or bottom accessories need to be replaced.
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Myrtha 50x25x2.10/2.30 m permanent pool
RenovAction Technology/Myrtha Track-Start blocks

MYRTHA
TRACK-START BLOCKS
After a thorough design and development process,
and with FINA’s approval, Myrtha’s new track-start blocks are now used
in any international race and chosen by all of the world’s most important swimming facilities to
enable athletes to train on the same start-blocks they will use at the races. The Track-Start blocks
help swimmers with their starting trim, giving them a faster rush and up to a tenth of a second less in
their response to the word ‘go!’.
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CENTRO DE FORMA
O
OL MPICA DO NORDESTE

Myrtha 50x25x3 m permanent competition pool
Myrtha Track-Start blocks/Myrtha Backstroke starting system

FORTALEZA
AMAPA

Macapa

Belem
Sao Luís

Fortaleza
MARANHAO

Teresina

CEARA

PARA

CENTRO DE
FORMAÇÃO
OLÍMPICA DO
NORDESTE -

RIO GRANDE
DO NORTE
Natal

PARAIBA

PIAUI

Recife
PERNAMBUCO

2 pools

ALGOAS

TOCANTINS

Aracuju
SERGIPE
BAHIA
Salvador

GOIAS

Brasilia

Two stars in stardom. This is the right name for the

BACKSTROKE STARTING SYSTEM

two permanent swimming-pools in Brazil’s big-

The new backstroke starting system developed

Goiania

MINAS GERAIS

gest Training Centre and one of the world’s most

in partnership with Omega and approved by FINA

modern competitive training centres. A brand-new

helps backstroke swimmers set off for the race.

ESPIRITO
SANTO

Belo Horizonte

Ribeirao Preto

RIO DE
JANEIRO

facility that will be used at the 31st Olympic Games
SAO PAOLO
Campinas

by the foreign swimming teams for their training.

PARANA

Curitiba

The centre includes facilities for 26 of the 40
SANTA
CATARINA

The system provides athletes with a steady grip on

Rio de Janeiro

Sao Paolo

Olympic sports, such as football pitches, running

the walls, for a faster, safer take-off and no risk of
slipping. In addition, this helps them improve their
performance and time.

Florianopolis

tracks, skateboard rinks, BMX lanes, tennis and
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volleyball courts, accommodation for 250 athletes,

swimming-pools had to be built on unsteady

and, of course, two new Myrtha swimming-pools:

ground, such as the clayey one of the Fortaleza

a 50m competitive pool and a diving pool.

Centre. Unlike traditionally-built swimming-pools,

Fortaleza is the first project completed by Myrtha

Myrtha’s ones are flexible structures, which

in Brazil, designed by Paulo Pinheiro, one of the

can be adapted to the endless shifts induced by

most important architects in South America, official

subsidence in clayey soil.

consultant to the Brazilian Swimming Federation

What matters most in Myrtha’s pools are not only

and a great supporter of Myrtha Pools’ technology.

the structural features, but the details too, i.e. the

In his project, Pinheiro considered not only the

racing accessories, the result of a thorough R&D

potential sporting performance of a Myrtha swim-

process promoted by Myrtha Pools.

ming-pool, but also its distinctive technical and

Actually, the 50m pool is provided with special

structural strengths. Actually, Myrtha’s technology

mosaic targets, Myrtha Track-Start blocks and a

turned out to be a winner, once again, when the

Myrtha Backstroke starting system.

Myrtha 25x25x5 m permanent diving pool
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The experience of Myrtha
Pools in the reconfiguration
and reinstallation of
temporary pools after the
competitions is second to
none and will give the best
guarantee to leave a great
legacy for the city of Rio de
Janeiro and its communities
after the Olympics.
Cornel Marculescu,
FINA Executive Director
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Via Solferino, 27 P.O. Box 7
46043 Castiglione delle Stiviere (MN) - Italy
T +39 0376 94261 - F +39 0376 631482
www.myrthapools.com

